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SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
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Before answering the question-paper candidates should ensure that they have been supplied

to correct and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this regard, will be entertained

after the examination.

Note : Attempt Four questions in all. All questions carry equal marks.

1. (i) Define application software.

(ii) Write any two software metrics.

(iii) Explain egoless programming.

(iv) Write two advantages of  agile software development strategy.

(v) Define alpha testing.

(vi) Why  a decision table is used ?

(vii) How  cyclomatic complexity of module can be improved ?

(viii) Define vertical scaling in cloud.

(ix) Define a hypervisor.

(x) Write two advantages of virtualization.
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2. (a) Explain  the term Software crisis ? Discuss various factors leading to software

crisis.

(b) Which of the characteristics of software differentiates it from other engineering

disciplines.

3. (a) List the main aims of requirement engineering ? Describe its four sub-

processes.

(b) Explain the evolutionary software development model for automation of a

cafeteria.

4. (a) Exhaustive testing is just not possible. Comment.

(b) Differentiate between  black box testing and white box testing.

5. Explain the process of  transform mapping. Also describe  the steps involved in the

transformation of data flow diagrams into an architecture with suitable example.

6. (a) Discuss any four measures which can be used for measuring software.

(b) What are the problems encountered when LOC is used as metric ? How these

issues are handled ?

7. Compare the ISO and SEI CMM models for quality of a software product.

8. Write any ten principles of Agile software development methodology. Also write

five disadvantages of Agile Methodology.

9. List any  Seven  parameters which you will consider while choosing a cloud service

provider for your organization’s computational needs.
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Before answering the question-paper candidates should ensure that they have been supplied
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after the examination.

Note : Attempt Four questions in all. All questions carry equal marks.

1. (a) What do you mean by nonlinear data structures ? What are their types ?

(b) Can Binary Search algorithm be applied to linear linked lists ? Justify your

answer.

(c) What is over flow condition in a data structure ? How overflow condition of

an array is different from overflow condition of a linked list ?

2. (a) What is big oh notation for asymptotic complexity ? Find big oh notation for

x2 – 3x + 2 , also mention the values of x for which it is true.

(b) Differentiate top down and bottom up approaches for algorithm design. Also

mention example of algorithms for each .

(c) Compare an algorithm with a flow chart. Also write features of a good

algorithm.
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3. (a) What are differences in row major ordering and column major ordering of a

matrix ? Give example in support of your answer.

(b) Write an algorithm  to multiple two matrix and also mention the worst time

complexity of  this algorithm.

(c) Evaluate given post fix notation using algorithm, also show intermediate

results :

10 2 8 * + 3 –

4. (a) Write algorithm to represent push and pop operations when stack is represented

using an array.

(b) Write algorithm to delete an item from circular queue.

(c) Add 3x4 – 5x2 + 10  and 5x3 + 10x2 + 9x – 20 with the help of linked lists.

5. Write an algorithm to delete tan item from doubly linked list.

6. (a) Apply following operations on initially empty Binary Search tree and draw

tree for each operations :

Insert 23, 45, 67, 78, 90, 56, 33, 89 delete 45 delete 56 insert 92.

(b) Compare AVL tree with Binary search tree.

7. Write an algorithm for merge sort and explain its working.

8. Write complete algorithm for depth first search also mention its worst time

complexity.
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